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REVIEW AND OUTLOOK
From their mid-June low through the 18th of August, equities picked up

the mid-thirties, would indicate a healthy dose of fear. This would be a good

short-term momentum and advanced about 16%1 using the S&P 500 as

indication of another market bottom as the sentiment attribute returns.

a proxy, a classic bear market rally. A 6% pullback has since ensued up to
this writing. While we are constructive on equities long-term, beyond 12
months in outlook, we remain cautious short-term. When we entered bear
market territory for the S&P 500 Index (a decline of 20% from peak), our long-

From a positioning perspective, the energy sector continues to be this year’s
winner, and that uptrend is still very much intact. Along with utilities, these
are the only two sectors to generate positive returns in 2022. Technology
and consumer discretionary,

term assumptions for equity returns went higher as featured in previous
commentary. In other words, a lot is priced in at this point. Keep in mind
markets are not the economy, and they are seen as a future discounting
mechanism. In June, bearish sentiment indicators that are contrarian
in nature were at extremes not seen since the COVID lows of 2020. That
was the market’s best attribute at the time, and that attribute is no longer
in place. Sentiment, while not extremely bullish, noticeably moderated as

while doing better so far this

Energy remains a consistent

quarter, are not in uptrends and

outperformer relative to the

are vulnerable during pullbacks.

broad market. Energy is up

The market is in late cycle, which

about 54.5% YTD, versus the

is favorable to energy, utilities,

S&P which is down about 16.5% .
2

and health care.

the market advanced. This degree of
complacency, combined with shortterm overbought conditions, created
a dynamic for the recent pullback.
The triggering event of course was
the

Federal

Reserve’s

Jackson

Hole symposium, led by Chairman
Jay Powell’s hawkish speech, but

Energy Exposure Matters in 2022
ECI
XLE: Daily
XLE: Energy Select Sector SPDR

reinforced by uniform commitment
to tightening liquidity coming from
every Fed quarter. Bottom line: our
summary conclusion is that while we
are long-term positive, we are shortterm cautious as the equity market
is likely to test support levels found
around 4000, and more significantly
3815 for the SPX. Equities are still
fighting the Fed with a series of Fed

XLE vs. S&P 500 (SPX)

funds rate hikes, a balance sheet
runoff, and low money-supply growth,
all in the front window. A good setup
that we would like to see is the
pullback accompanied by a spiking
CBOE Volatility Index (VIX). A spiking

2021

2022

VIX, particularly if it reaches a level in
Data as of 8.30.22 Source: Fairlead Strategies
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ECONOMICS
Inflation is the order of the day. Our base case for inflation has been a peak

never got inflation rates down to low single digits, and consequently created

as indicated by numerous market signals followed by a deceleration. July

growing inflation expectations, which resulted in a series of higher highs. This

CPI and PCE data showed some evidence of the peak as month-over-month

Fed is uniformly hawkish; there are zero doves.

increases were lower than expected. As liquidity continues to tighten, we
expect further deceleration. That’s the good news. The bad news is that what
remains in terms of tightening is likely to take some time. The FOMC (Federal
Open Market Committee) will need to see numerous months of month-overmonth decelerating inflation before they get to the 2% target. If monthly data
indicates greater deceleration the Fed may ease up on the size or pace or Fed
funds rate hikes. However this group is keenly aware that they made a mistake

The Fed playbook is classic: tighter monetary policy = tighter financial
conditions = lower demand = lower inflation. The fallout economically
is weaker or negative growth. In fact, we have already experienced two
consecutive quarters of negative GDP. A sustained yield curve inversion,
one in which short-term rates are higher than long-term, is a demonstrated
forecaster of recession. The curve has been inverted this year briefly in

staying loose on monetary policy for a year too long. Commentary from the

March and on a sustained basis since June. As mentioned above, the

Fed is and should be intent on not repeating the mistake of the 1970’s, which

markets are not the economy. Being forward looking, equities often begin to

prior to the Volcker regime, featured a Fed that stopped and started. That Fed

perform better at the outset of recession.
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